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Fully enclosed rear light 
units and full European 

lighting regulations. 

 
Fixed and hydraulic tilt bed  

options available on all models 

 
Front greedy ramps for  

extra loading space. 

Tilt bed option not require any  
additional loading ramps 



 

Millennium  
OPTIONAL EXTRAS 

 

 CENTRE DECK 

 TYRE RACK 

 JERRY CAN BOX 

 ELECTRIC WINCH 

 ADJUSTABLE WHEEL 
CHOCKS 

 LED LIGHTING  
 PACKAGE 

 FRONT GREEDY BARS 

 PRG PUNCHED  
 DECKING 

 HYDRAULIC TILT BED 

 DATA TAG SECURITY 

 WHEEL LOCKING BAR 

 ADDITIONAL HITCH LOCK 
 

The ultimate in car trailers 

Millennium 

 For over 20 years, we have prided ourselves in producing quality vehicle transporters for all kinds of uses—
weather it be a basic fixed-bed unit or a fully enclosed transporter. With a design and safety standard the 
envy of the industry, our highly experienced team of design engineers will be happy to discuss your vehicle 
transporter special requirements. 
 
Our highly successful Millennium transporters are of proven design for maximum efficiency, being strong yet 
light, the ideal choice for the professional use and transporting racing cars. Both models feature an all inte-
geral chassis construction incorporating sides, fully enclosed mudguards and side protection sills which are 
more than strong enough to stand on, the chassis is fully welded together and then hot dip galvanised for the 
ultimate durability and protection. 
 
Again like all trailers manufacture by PRG Trailers , the millennium fixed and tilt bed trailer all come complete 
with full European type approval to the latest EU legislations. 
 
Features 

 ALL WELDED CHASSIS 

 FULL HOT DIP GALVANISED CHASSIS 

 HD CAST COUPLING HEAD 

 RUBBER IN COMPRESSION BEAM AXLES 

 AUTO REVERSE BRAKING TO ALL WHEELS 

 12” WHEEL AMD RADIAL PLY COMMERICAL TYRES 

 FULL SUPERSEAL LIGHTING SYSTEM 

 2 SPEED MANUAL WINCH STANDARD 

 SPARE WHEEL AND TYRE 

 FULL WIDTH FLOOR WITH PHENOLIC COATED TRAILER FLOORING 

 SUPER GRIP LOADING RAMPS ON FIXED BED MODEL 

 
FULL EU TYPE  

APPROVAL 

Millennium can be manufactured to customers size requirement from 12’ to 18’ and various widths. 
Weight range from 2000 kg gross up to 3500 kg. 
 
Just ask a member of our sales team for your custom quotation. 
 


